Colloquia

MSL/CHiBi Colloquia will typically take place on the second Tuesday of the month. This is equivalent to a “rolling retreat” in which MSL and CHiBi lab members present their research to the department’s personnel. The goal is to inform, get critical feedback, stimulate exchange of ideas and methods, spark collaboration, provide students with experience in presenting seminars. Three trainees will present from different labs and disciplines followed by refreshments and snacks in the atrium. All Colloquia take place in the MSL lecture theatre on the main floor. Click the title to view full event details.

- **BC Cancer Agency Research Day 2017**
  June 5, 2017 - 12:00pm
  Keynote: Stem Cells in Human AML
  Dr. Ravi Majeti - Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Hematology, Cancer Institute, and Institute for Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine, Stanford University School of Medicine
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